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IVI News Updates

IVI Autumn Summit
Early Bird - Register
Now!

IVI Autumn Summit: Leadership and Talent Management
for Digital Transformation
Thursday 17th September 2015

IVI Global Community
Event Register Now!

Taking your organisational capabilities to the next level
Do you have 21st century technology but a 20th century corporate
structure? Are you equipped to attract, develop and retain digital talent?
Do you know what it takes to lead in an era of digital transformation?

Stay Connected

According to the Harvey Nash 2015 CIO Survey, digital innovation is
dominating the agenda of technology leaders, but many companies are
struggling to manage it. The pace of digital and the race to innovate has
left many organisations lacking an enterprise-wide digital strategy and
desperately seeking to acquire the right skills and talent. Read more

IVI New offices, Eolas Building
We are delighted to announce that IVIs
offices are now located in the newly
constructed high spec Eolas Building on
the North Campus. We look forward to
welcoming you to our new space during
the Autumn Summit.

IVI Global Community Virtual Event
To create value, we must manage capability improvement - A new
programme from IVI
The availability and power of technology is only valuable when it is
deployed and used to deliver the business goals. IT-CMF body of
knowledge has been instrumental in helping organizations identify,
assess and plan the required capabilities and practices for driving
business value of Information technology. Recently, IVI has been
focused on taking the next steps - Once planned, how do organizations
manage processes, tools and training need to be channelled to deliver
the planned impact from capability improvement.
IVI has designed a roadmap for building capability - a Capability
Improvement Programme (CIP). This is a structured and paced
directional guide, with the flexibility to deal with different organizational
context and ambitions.
We are glad to have Martin Delaney, GM for IVI, to tell us more about
CIP, and address any questions you might have.Register here
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New MSc in IT Enabled Innovation
The Maynooth University Business School in conjunction with IVI will be
launching an MSc course in IT-Enabled Innovation this year and is
actively looking for prospective students. This course differs from many
other IT programmes because it has leading-edge industry inputs and
also because it sets IT Management in the context of the business
environment. Students will engage with not only with IT professionals,
but also with the broader business community - and will study key
business aspects of marketing, strategy, human resource management,
change management, finance, project management and much more.
This is a comprehensive business masters that will equip business
professionals for a wide range of career options.
Read more
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